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Portland Friends Meeting Newsletter

Meeting for Worship: Sundays 10:30a

Second Month, 2017

“Are meetings for worship held in expectant waiting for divine guidance? 
Are you faithful and punctual in attendance? 
Do you come in a spirit of openness with heart and mind prepared for communion with God? 
Do both silent and vocal ministry arise in response to the leading of the Holy Spirit? 
Do all other activities of your meeting find their inspiration in worship, and do they, in turn, help 
to uphold the worshipping group?” 

New England Yearly Meeting, 1985 Faith & Practice, III: Advices and Queries

1837 Forest Ave Portland, ME 04103
portlandfriendsmeeting.org 

207-200-6544

Calendar 
February 26: Rise of Meeting, Medicare-for-all discussion (details inside) 

March 4: “In These Days of Challenge, What Does the Lord Require of Us?”  
  Falmouth Quarter at Portland Friends Meeting  

March 12: Rise of Meeting, Voluntary Carbon Tax Witness launch 
  Raise of Meeting, First Day School (“middles”) pizza and a movie 

Monthly 
Every Sunday: 10:30a Meeting for Worship 

First Sunday: 9a Meeting for Worship for the Conduct of Business (open for all) 

2nd-5th Sundays: 10-10:20a Intergenerational singing 

1st Thursday: 4-7p Preble Street Soup Kitchen 
Aaiyn Foster 766-9762 

2nd Saturday: 5-8p Youngish adults potluck  
Bart Czyz, btczyz@gmail.com, 207 899 5937 

2nd & 4th Sundays: 8:45a Adult Religious Education  
10:30a Children in Meeting for Worship 
10:45a First Day School

Adult Education: 8:45am, 2nd & 4th Sundays 
First Day School: 10:45am following 15 minutes in Meeting 

for Worship, 2nd & 4th Sundays

Lord prepare me to be a sanctuary 
Pure and simple, tried and true 
With thanksgiving, I'll be a living  
Sanctuary for you 

C - G -   / F - C G /   1st / F G CF C 

Though the road's been long and lonely 
You've always been there by my side  
Through the troubles and difficulties  
Bad times I've been victimized. 

You've kept me humble, kept me simple  
Though the world's full of turmoil  
Held me close to your center 
As the anger began to boil 

Now I'm ready for my mission 
Now I have you in my heart 
I'm just waiting for my leading 
So I'll know what is my part 

For in spirit there is nothing  
That together we can't do 
Just as long as I am always  
A sanctuary for You

Sanctuary

mailto:pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net
mailto:dennis.lee.redfield@gmail.com
mailto:btczyz@gmail.com
mailto:pfmnewsletter@grantwinners.net
mailto:dennis.lee.redfield@gmail.com
mailto:btczyz@gmail.com
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Portland Friends Meeting 
Meeting for Business 

February 5, 2017 

We began in silent worship at 9:00 a.m. with 27 members and attenders present, during which co-clerk Jennifer Frick read Query 
No. 2, New England Yearly Meeting Faith & Practice 1985, which begins: “Are meetings for worship held in expectant waiting for 
divine guidance?” 

1. Minutes  The January  minutes were accepted with the correction of spelling of Lise Wagner’s name. 

2. Treasurer’s Report  
Sue Nelson presented the report for Treasurer Kathy Beach, who is away this 
weekend.  She reported that we are one month, or 8%, into our budget year.  
There were strong contributions, including $2,000 from a person on Cape Cod 
making donations to Quaker Meetings to support our important work at this 
time. Financial Oversight will be considering how to treat this contribution. We 
also paid our first quarterly payment to New England Yearly Meeting.  
 

Our income for January (and year-to-date) was $5,836. Our expenses were 
$7,458.  This gives us a deficit of $1,622.  
 

Friends accepted the Treasurer’s report. 

3. Minute for Liz Maier  Arthur Fink read the following proposed minute regarding the work of Liz Maier as Clerk of the 
Meeting:  
 

Appreciation for Liz Maier (retiring co-clerk). Friends minuted our appreciation for Liz Maier, as she leaves the role of co-clerk. 
Liz showed us how to hold a concern in the Light, but in a light way, carrying her responsibility with a refreshing grace and 
lack of drama. Liz’s compassion, her generosity, and her faith both in God and in the people who make up our community, 
were a welcome gift to Portland Friends Meeting.  
 

Before completing her term, Liz arranged for a wonderful workshop on clerking with Arthur Larrabee. This was well attended 
by many members of Portland Friends Meeting, and has been helpful to all of us.  
 

Friends warmly approved the minute. 

4. Peace and Social Concerns  Rob Levin and Nathan Broaddus reported for the committee.  
 

The committee wants to provide guidance and coaching on how to be involved in social action.  Information can be accessed 
on our website.  Friends can also seek direct help from Nathan and other members of the committee.  Rob handed out 
written information on these skills.  
 

The committee is working on a Voluntary Carbon Tax Witness project, which they will be launching on March 12 at the rise of 
Meeting.  Rob handed out information on the project.  
 

The committee is focusing on racial justice, immigrant issues and climate change.  Today they proposed putting up a sign on 
our front lawn, which reads— “No matter where you are from, we’re glad you’re our neighbor” in 5 languages.  
 

They also passed around a color representation of the sign for Friends to see.   
 

They seek our approval of this action.  Friends favored the idea of a sign and spoke also of putting the sign on our website.  
We approved a sign on our lawn and a banner on our website.  
 

The committee will also provide a link on the website whereby Friends can contribute to the sign effort.  Individuals may want 
individual signs.  It was suggested that descriptions of Portland Friends Meeting be translated into immigrant languages, 
perhaps in a brochure.  Peace and Social Concerns will explore this and work with Ministry and Counsel and Communications 
if appropriate.  The committees may delegate members for an Ad Hoc Committee.

Quick Summary of Income and Expenses 
1 month — 8% of 2017 

 Year-to-date Income $5,836 
 Percent of Budget 9% 

 Year-to-date Expenses $7,458 
 Percent of Budget 11% 

 Balance ($1,622)

(cont-)
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4. Peace and Social Concerns (continued) Friends were also concerned at how those who do not know us may perceive our 
actions and a sign as political rather than divinely inspired. After a pause seeking divine guidance,  it was suggested that we 
defer further action (other than the sign and website) and consider a threshing session soon.  Falmouth Quarter will be holding 
such a worship session on March 4 here, and Friends are encouraged to attend.  We asked Ministry and Counsel to take this 
up on this month’s agenda. 

5. Nominating Committee  Rob Levin presented the final list of committee and other assignments, which will be published in the 
next newsletter.  There are still openings for greeters and for clean-up on fourth Sundays.   Bart Czyz and Brooke Burkett 
volunteered to take on fourth Sundays.  
 

We approved the Committee list.  Any corrections should be sent to Rob Levin.   

6. Ministry and Counsel  Kirk Read reported that Winthrop Center Friends Church has asked for transfer of the membership of 
Ann Dodd-Collins to Portland Friends Meeting.  Ministry and Counsel recommends accepting the transfer.  
 

Friends warmly accepted the transfer. 

7. Communications Review Committee  Dennis Redfield presented a report for the committee.  They have been focusing on: 

a) Documenting existing communication channels and how different committees and members communicate with each 
other. 

b) Gathering ideas on how the e-groups may be moved to a different host and what are members expectations and needs 
for the reconfigured e-groups. 

c) Examining the Newsletter process and how more members could participate in long term editorial development 
perhaps through an expanded newsletter sub committee.  Heather focuses on lay-out and would appreciate an editor. 

d) Meeting house Directory and related publications  

e) Publishing the revised directory in electronic format to the e-group in February 

f) Finalizing the paper version of the directory and publishing in March. 

g) We are looking for additional committee members who are interested in communication and who are also not 
technically inclined. 

Look for further information in announcements. 

We closed at 10:20 a.m., with 34 members and attenders present, purposing to meet again at 9:00 on March 5, 2017, God 
willing. 
      Respectfully submitted, 

      Lyn Ballou 
      Co-Recording Clerk 

Continuing Quaker Education 

Co-clerk Jennifer Frick handed out cards for Friends to use in responding to the following question: 

What, as Quakers, are our unique qualities and how can we carry them into the world in this time of great need?

(continued from page 2)

Intergenerational “Odd Sundays” 
The Youth Religious Education Committee is seeking volunteers to be 
available to spend time with our younger members and attenders, 
those older than nursery age, on Sundays when First Day School isn’t in 
session. Greet the kiddos, show them the shelf of crafts and games, 
and help keep the volume low as appropriate. Interested? sign up in 
the parlor or talk to Anne Payson annepayson10@gmail.com  781-2501

The 2017 co-clerks of Ministry and Counsel Committee 
are Jane Mullen and Mary Tracy. You can reach Jane 
at jmmmaine@aol.com or 215-421-5257 and Mary 
at marytracy126@gmail.com or 207-749-8712. It will 
speed up their response to you if you email both at the 
same time, since they will be sharing the role equally.

mailto:jmmmaine@aol.com
mailto:marytracy126@gmail.com
mailto:jmmmaine@aol.com
mailto:marytracy126@gmail.com
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Adult Religious Education Committee News 

Committee: Judy Spross and Sandi Jensen, co-clerks; Muriel Allen and Arthur Fink, members 

Recent activities: 
On January 22, 2017, we completed our fourth class on the topic of eldering in the last year. This is the fourth class on 
serving as an elder since January 2016. The 2016 conversations were exploratory--aimed at uncovering participants' 
understanding (positive and negative) of serving as an elder and interests in deepening our understanding of eldering within 
our own community. On January 8, Sandi facilitated a discussion, informed by reading Quaker literature (particularly the 
Spirit-led Eldering pamphlet by Larrabee, on participants' personal experiences of serving as an elder and being eldered. In 
that class, a range of eldering activities was shared, grouped under these categories: to ground/to hold/to center; to love; to 
listen; to nurture/to midwife; and to show up. On January 22, 2017 we focused on accountability for eldering as a prelude to 
deepening our understanding, as a faith community, of possibilities and opportunities for eldering service within our Portland 
Friends Meeting. For those who could not attend the recent classes, we reproduce some observations about eldering from 

Spirit-Led Eldering by Marjorie Mears Larrabee1 and queries from the January 2017 classes and some concluding thoughts 
and ideas for the community to consider. We invite those who could not attend the classes to reflect on the queries that 
guided our sessions. If you have input for your Adult Religious Education Committee, please send it to Judy Spross 
(jaspross@gmail.com) or call her at 207-775-2570. 

1/8/17 
"Defining spirit-led eldering is like defining the wind, the fragrance of a flower, the power of the Spirit. I find it amorphous, 
ineffable, and various. the closest I come to explaining Spirit-led eldering is to refer to its essence, which is grace-filled.  It is a 
sacred point of view, a way of seeing that can penetrate any experience, any structure, and situation...[it] can help us to 
regain or maintain our capacity for being spiritually grounded and faithfully connected to the Spirit and to each other....It is 
offering Spiritual leadership, which is to support and encourage the life of the Spirit in an individual or group, or to raise 
questions and explore, with another person or group, ways in which they may be more faithful to the Spirit, or it is simply 
being prayerfully present..." (Larrabee, p. 3). Broad categories of eldering from a retreat of Quaker elders who discussed their 
experiences were: 

• to ground, to hold, to center 
• to love 
• to listen 
• to nurture, to midwife 
• to show up 

Queries 
1. Have I experienced eldering in ways that were/are helpful to deepening my spirituality? 
2. In what ways have I been touched by a Friend whose words or actions made a difference to you? 
3. Have I experienced eldering in ways that were/are not helpful to deepening my spirituality? 

1/22/17 
In this class we discussed accountability for eldering--a key concern in Larrabee's pamphlet-- using Taber's “ten areas where 
meetings need care"2. Here are the ten areas:  

(Taber's work, Applying and adapting the tradition of eldering for today, as cited in Navias, M. Quaker Process for Friends on 
the Benches, Friends Publishing Corporation, 2012, p. 105).

• Nurture of the meeting for worship 
• Nurture of the spiritual life of individuals 
• Discernment and testing of leadings 
• Nurture of community 
• Nurture and oversight of the vocal ministry 
• Identification, eliciting, and nurture of other gifts 

• Teaching 
• Embodying and exemplifying the tradition of the 

community 
• Fostering accountability 
• Advocating for those who are unheard and invisible 

http://jaspross@gmail.com
http://jaspross@gmail.com
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Queries (Queries 2, 3, and 4 from Larrabee, p. 26) 
1. What does it mean to be accountable for serving as an elder today? Are we obliged, as a faith community, to ensure that 

eldering/service to members from elders, is available? 
2. Can we give priority to finding the energy and time for an extended eldering process when it seems called for? 
3. Are we willing to live with the consequences of not doing so? (Consider the consequences of not offering service as an elder 

and/or the benefits of offering such service.) 
4. How are we nurturing our capacity for plain speaking that emerges from the clear, centered, caring place in which we are 

empowered to do this kind of eldering? 

Participants worked in small groups during the two classes. At the end of the second class these were some of the key ideas that 
emerged: 

• within the PFM community, through the activities and care of our community by  the clerks and committee members, we 
do a good job of eldering 

• What is needed is some tweaking in a couple of areas: 
a) making sure the community knows who is available, whether through committees such as Ministry and Counsel or 

Pastoral Care, or individuals within the community to provide spiritual presence, support and nurture and 
b) to communicate ideas about eldering to younger members of the community, perhaps through an intergenerational 

retreat 
The ARE Committee will consider these ideas at their next meeting and determine what to bring forward to Worship for Business 
and other committees.  We would also like to acknowledge the contributions of Ann Dodd-Collins to our classes on eldering. She 
has served as an ad hoc member of the committee to help us plan and implement our classes on eldering.  

1
 Mears Larrabee, M. (2007). Spirit-led Eldering: Integral to our faith and practice. Pendle Hill Pamphlet 392.Wallingford, PA: 

Pendle Hill Publications. 
2

 Taber's work, Applying and adapting the tradition of eldering for today. as cited in Navias, M. Quaker Process for Friends on the 
Benches, Friends Publishing Corporation, 2012, p. 105

In These Days of Challenge, What Does the Lord Require of Us? 
Falmouth Quarterly Meeting Called for Worship 
March 4, 2017 at Portland Friends Meeting 
9:30 am - Noon Open Worship 
(Come for as much as you are able) 
Noon - 2 pm Light lunch and Affinity Tables 
Soup and Bread 
Resource Tables Peace, Justice, Legislative action, and more 
Details will follow, plans for table discussion are in process.

“Medicare-for-All,” or “single-payer” healthcare discussion 

On February 26, at the rise of Meeting, Daniel C. Bryant, M.D. will discuss the Medicare-for-All, so-called “single-payer” 
model of healthcare funding. Dan is a retired Portland internist who has become increasingly concerned about the 
healthcare system in which he worked, has concluded that it should be replaced with a single-payer plan, and joined 
Maine AllCare (www.maineallcare.org) in pursuit of that goal. Following a brief summary of his reasons for supporting 
single-payer, he will review, and attempt to rebut, arguments that traditional opponents--businesses, physicians, 
pharmaceutical and device-maker companies and hospitals, commercial health insurers, and conservatives/Republicans 
in general—are likely to bring when the relevant legislation is proposed here in Maine. He will conclude with 
suggestions of how supporters of single-payer can get involved. 
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Adult Religious Education February and March Classes 
Inspired by vocal ministry over the last two months referring to experiences of seasonal, personal, spiritual and political 
darkness, the ARE Committee invited Theresa Oleksiw to facilitate two sessions on contemplative writing on light and 
darkness. Please join us on February 12 and March 12 from 8:45 am to 9:55 AM as Theresa helps us uncover our own 
spiritual perspectives on the light and darkness in our individual and communal lives. Please bring paper or journals and 
your favorite writing instrument to this class--we will have some pencils and paper but encourage you to bring your own. 

Between the two classes on contemplative writing, we continue with our Quaker 101 series. Muriel Allen, a member of the 
ARE committee continues her exploration of Quaker history and its meaning for our contemporary lives. Here is Muriel's 
invitation: 

We do not often speak about evangelicalism, much less fundamentalism at Portland Friends Meeting. You may be 
surprised to realize that these concepts figured heavily in the next schism among Friends. What would be your reaction 
if you came to Meeting next week and witnessed this scene, as did members in Spiceland, Indiana in 1873? 

“There were a number engaged in exhortation and vocal supplication, besides many others singing, while others were 
down at the mourner’ benches, and most of the rest on their feet, who had arisen at the call of the preacher, all going 
on at the same time.   Meanwhile children, and even young women, evidently terrified and wild with fright, were crying, 
women hastening through among the men, and men among the women.”3  Over 700 people, virtually the entire 
membership of the meeting, ministers and elders, young and old were converted and sanctified by a team of revivalists 
led by Updegraff. 
3 Wood, Richard E. The Rise of Semi-Structured Worship and Pastoral Leadership among “Gurneyite” Friends, 
1850-1900, as quoted in The Transformation of American Quakerism: Orthodox Friends 1800-1907  by Thomas D. 
Hamm, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1988. 

You are invited to join Adult Religious Ed on February 26nd from 8:45 AM to 9:55 AM (new start time) while we 
explore this chapter in Quaker history. Bring your belief that there is that of God in everyman.  

Muriel Allen

May God bless us with discomfort 
At easy answers, half-truths, and superficial relationships 
So that we may live from deep within our hearts. 
  
May God bless us with anger 
At injustice, oppression, and exploitation of God’s creations 
So that we may work for justice, freedom, and peace. 
  
May God bless us with tears 
To shed for those who suffer pain, rejection, hunger, and war 
So that we may reach out our hands to comfort  them and turn their pain unto joy. 
  
And may God bless us with just enough foolishness 
To believe that we can make a difference in the world, 
So that we can do what others claim cannot be done: 
To bring justice and kindness to all our children and all our neighbors who are poor. 
  
Prayer by Brian McLaren, based on his book, Everything Must Change 
Found on the Daughters of Abraham web site.

Mother’s helper available! 
Maya Denkmire, 13 year old 
daughter of Heather Denkmire, 
is fundraising for her grade’s 
eighth grade trip to Montreal, 
and would love to spend some 
time with your little one. Please 
email her at 
mayajeand@gmail.com if you 
have a job, or for more 
information. Thank you!
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Friends School of Portland Auction 

The Auction is Friend School of Portland's most important 
fundraising event. Proceeds go directly to FSP's Annual Fund, 
which supports the most essential aspects of FSP - among other 
things, our amazing teachers' salaries and classroom budgets, 
keeps tuition increases to a minimum, and supplements the 
tuition assistance program.  

The online auction will be "open" for 7 days, and will be full of 
wonderful, creative items to bid on. You will be able to invite 
family and friends near and far to bid by sending out links via 
email or social media. Our Live Auction and Celebration will be 
held on Saturday April 8th from 10am-1pm. 

We are beginning to collect auction items for this year's event!  The deadline for donation items 
is Friday March 17th!  Get the creative juices flowing!  Our auction item theme this year is to speak 
our values in the world.  Think of a way you love to spend your time, build community and being 
kind to others - is it sitting around a campfire? Donate a professionally built stone fire pit.  Is it taking 
time to relax with family? Donate a week stay at a cabin.  Is it enjoying delicious homemade food?  
Donate a homemade pie or cake! Is it spending time in nature learning new things?  Donate a plant 
ID or mushroom walk. Is it making art? Donate a photograph, watercolor, piece of art made by you.   
         
If delivering in person, please bring donations to the main office, or direct any questions to the 
Development Coordinator, Brooke Burkett at brooke@friendsschoolportland.org or 207-558-6214.

Download a donation form here: http://bit.ly/2lAsXm3
Click here for a great list of donation suggestions: http://bit.ly/2l2X344

January 21, 2017 — the “Women’s March”

mailto:brooke@friendsschoolportland.org
http://bit.ly/2lAsXm3
http://bit.ly/2l2X344
mailto:brooke@friendsschoolportland.org
http://bit.ly/2lAsXm3
http://bit.ly/2l2X344
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Peace and Social Concerns has produced a new resource called “We Marched! Now What? – A Guide To Staying 
Involved.”  You can find the complete guide online by going to our website, www.portlandfriendsmeeting.org, 
and clicking on the link on the upper right under “Announcements.”  Or you can request a copy from Rob Levin 
by e-mailing him (rob@roblevin.net).  (See below for some parts of the guide.) This guide is an attempt to 
facilitate spiritually-grounded social and political action by members and attenders of PFM.

http://www.portlandfriendsmeeting.org/
mailto:rob@roblevin.net
http://www.portlandfriendsmeeting.org/
mailto:rob@roblevin.net
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Voluntary Carbon Tax Witness — Portland Friends Meeting 

“Be patterns, be examples in all countries, places, islands, nations wherever you come; that your carriage and life may preach among all 
sorts of people.” – George Fox 1656 

Come to the launch!: Sunday, March 12 at Rise of Meeting at Portland Friends Meeting. 

As Quakers committed to our testimony of stewardship of the Earth, this can be a difficult and frustrating time.  Many of our leaders do not 
share our concern about climate change, and concerted action to address the problem has been halting and sporadic.  The new administration 
threatens to take us backwards, not forward.   

In the face of these challenges, the Peace and Social Concerns Committee of Portland Friends Meeting will be launching a Voluntary Carbon 
Tax Witness.  This program will encourage us to live out our values, to let our lives speak, both inwardly and outwardly. 

Why Are We Doing This? 
Most economists agree that putting a price on carbon would be the single most effective way to reduce emissions. In an ideal world, we would 
have implemented a carbon tax decades ago. But while such a tax is politically untenable in the foreseeable future, we can take the first steps 
ourselves.  We can be the change we want to see in the world, we can live in the Light.  By taxing ourselves and donating the funds to 
organizations leading the way on climate change, we will lead by example. We also hope that by drawing attention to our respective carbon 
footprints, we can collectively lower our impact on the planet. At a time when the politics of addressing climate change is largely stalled, we 
see the Witness as one way to make progress, and it is entirely in our hands.  We don’t have to persuade any elected official to agree with us.  
We don’t have to protest or demonstrate for it.  We simply have to walk the walk. 

How Does It Work? 
Whoever would like to participate will fill out a pledge form and send it to the Witness Steward (currently Rob Levin).  Four times per year, 
participants in the Witness will make a contribution (i.e., a “tax payment”) to Portland Friends Meeting, based on their estimated carbon 
emissions.  We’ll encourage use of a Carbon Footprint Calculator to help with this estimation.  The Meeting will distribute all of the funds 
contributed to the three organizations listed below.     

How Will It Be Confidential? 
The Witness will be voluntary and confidential.  We will not be praising individuals who participate, nor shaming those who decline.  The 
Meeting’s Operating Account Treasurer (currently Kathy Beach) and the Witness Steward will be the only person with knowledge of who is 
participating, and they will keep this information confidential.  Of course, individuals can always choose to share about their participation, but 
what will be shared and celebrated publicly is the number of people who participate and the amount of funds contributed.     

What Organizations Will We Fund? 
We have identified three organizations to receive an equal one-third share of the funds that we raise.  These organizations represent a balance 
of the different strategies and actions that will help us work towards a cooler planet.  Many Quakers in Maine and elsewhere are directly 
involved in all three organizations.     

• Citizens Climate Lobby – CCL builds constructive, working relationships with members of Congress to seek passage of  Carbon Fee 
and Dividend, a climate change solution that  bridges the partisan divide. 

• Maine 350 -- A grassroots movement dedicated to solving the planetary climate crisis. We grow our power collectively to find real 
and lasting solutions, to end our dependence on fossil fuels, and to build a healthy, sustainable life for people and the planet. 

• Climate Disobedience Center – The purpose of the Climate Disobedience Center is to serve as a catalyst for direct action, creating 
points of vivid moral clarity, emboldening both climate activists and the unlikeliest of allies, capturing the heart and soul of the 
climate debate. 

Who Else is Doing This? 
The Voluntary Carbon Tax Witness first took off at Mount Toby Meeting in Massachusetts.  As of January 2017, we know of  67 people  in  9 
groups  who have made carbon tax pledges. The amount they have donated to climate stabilization activities and organizations is over  
$27,000.  For more info, visit www.voluntarycarbontax.org.  We hope to dramatically expand those figures by our own participation at 
Portland Friends Meeting, as well as encouraging other religious and secular groups in Maine to adopt similar programs. 

Is This All We Need to Do To Act on Climate Change? 
No.  Peace and Social Concerns views the Witness as one of many actions we need to take as individuals and as a Meeting to address climate 
change. We aim to take other climate-related measures throughout the coming months and years. Our committee registered a concern that 
participating in the Witness might lead us down the road of complacency, lest we feel that our conscience is eased because we are writing 
checks four times a year. We hope that the opposite effect occurs, and that being a part of the Witness inspires us to take other actions.   

Who Can Participate? 
We will launch the program in March at Portland Friends Meeting, with an initial focus on members and attenders.  We plan to have materials 
available online, and individuals outside of the Meeting who wish to participate may do so. Eventually, after a few quarterly rounds of 
contributions are made and we work out any kinks, we will actively promote the program, encouraging other meetings and churches to 
participate, either by setting up their own programs or by joining our program.   

Questions?  Or to request a sign up form: Email Rob Levin, rob@roblevin.net  

Come to the launch! Sunday, March 12 at Rise of Meeting at Portland Friends Meeting.

http://www.voluntarycarbontax.org
mailto:rob@roblevin.net
http://www.voluntarycarbontax.org
mailto:rob@roblevin.net
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Portland Friends Meeting 
1837 Forest Ave 
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